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What to do in the event of fi re?

Emergency services: 112

Keep calm

Warn all residents

Help children, disabled, elderly and sick people

Close all windows and doors behind you

Exit the house immediately

Do not use an elevator/lift

Alarm the fire brigade

Attention:
Smoke detectors help people to notice a fi re early. However, they 
cannot extinguish a fi re, nor prevent a fi re from starting and it also 
does not alarm the fi re brigade.

If danger due to fi re exists, the devices emit a loud alarm tone 
that makes you aware of the danger. Please be aware that people 
and animals do not smell the deadly poisonous gas when they are 
asleep. Taking in as little as 3 to 6 breaths of the gases produced by 
the fi re can already be fatal.

Despite the great care taken during manufacture and maintenance 
of the smoke alarm, it is still possible that malfunctions can occur.

Safety precautions relating to the handling of fi re, burning materials 
and technical devices must always be complied with.

If you should notice that the device is malfunctioning, please 
inform our service department immediately.
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Wir freuen uns, dass nun auch Sie durch unsere Rauchmelder 
geschützt werden. Um einen störungsfreien Betrieb der Geräte 
zu ermöglichen, sollten Sie den Inhalt dieser Betriebsanleitung 
beachten:

Cigarette smoke does not trigger the alarm as long as the 
smoke is not blown directly into the smoke alarm. 
 
If the smoke alarm goes off, please check to see if there 
really is a fire.
 
If there is a fire, please immediately start to comply with the 
instructions on the reverse side.

If the operational availability of the device is endangered, a 
short notification tone is emitted at regular intervals (help 
signal). This can warn about the battery life or about conta-
mination. In the event of a signal, please inform WBM.

In order to avoid the malfunction alarm being triggered, the 
smoke detector needs to be protected against such ambient 
influences. The careful and regular cleaning with a vacuum clea-
ner can also help. Inform your neighbours about a malfunction 
alarm so that the fire brigade is not unnecessarily alarmed.

Please always ensure sufficient ventilation when cooking.   
A malfunction alarm can be stopped by pressing the test/stop 
button (see figure).

Please absolutely pay attention that the air inlets on the cir-
cumferential edge of the smoke detector are never impaired by 
dust, dirt, paint or sticky-tape etc.

Renovation works:
Before beginning renovation works, the smoke detector should 
be removed from the magnetic holder by pulling the device 
lightly and it be stored in a safe place protected from dirt. Plea-
se remember to reattach the smoke detector to the magnetic 
holder. The location of installation should not be changed.

Ensuring the operational readiness: 
Regularly check the operational readiness of 
your smoke detector yourself. In order to 
manually check the device, you should push 
the test/stop button at least once every 
three months. The entire lower surface is 
the test/stop button. By applying pressure to 
this sensor area, you can furthermore tem-
porarily deactivate an alarm or a notification 
tone (help signal).

Please comply with:
The following ambient influences listed here could result in the 
smoke alarm’s malfunction alarm being triggered: 
 Significant cooking, water and frying vapours
 Large fluctuations in temperature
 Room, air and insect spray
 Pollen, construction, grinding and fine dust

Ensuring the operational readiness: 
Carry out a functionality test on your smoke alarm at least once 
annually in order to ensure that there are no malfunctions or 
that there is no total outage of the device. Please check: 
 Are there smoke alarms present in all rooms and hallways
 Are all smoke inlets free from dirt?
 For a distance of 50 cm, there may not be any obstructing  

   objects (ventilator, lamps, plants).
 Always press the test button to conduct the self-test in the     

  case of each smoke detector. If the confirmation tome sounds,    
   then the smoke alarm is ready for operation.

Results of the examination and any possible other measures need 
to be recorded. If one or more of these points is not fulfilled, 
please


